
Re-Open of Tiflis Palace & Tiflis Veranda. 
 

We are thrilled to announce reopening of the stylish, newly renovated, luxury 
boutique hotel - Tiflis Palace and its wonderful restaurant - Tiflis Veranda. 

Situated in the very heart of the 
historical center of the city, 
amazing Tiflis Palace is offering 
guests from the entire world the 
opportunity to enjoy extremely 
comfortable accommodation and 
the highest standards of service.  

We have upgraded our facilities in 
order to provide the highest level of 

comfort and the best quality services. Moreover, we thought through the smallest 
details and touches that would make the stay of our guests in the hotel most cozy and 
unforgettable.  

As a specialty for the Tiflis Palace’s Guests, in order to ensure their most comfortable 
sleep, we provide different types of pillows, from which the guests can choose 
according to their preference.  

Each of our newly designed, 43 rooms 
provides a calm ambience and maximum 
comfort with a tasty touch of luxury and 
modernity.  

Emphasizing our location as well as our 
greatest respect to the history of Tbilisi and 
the country, we think that the beautifully 
framed uniquely adorned Georgian letters, 
from Sulkhan-Saba Orbeliani’s book, from early 18th century, are the main ornament 

of our rooms that will please the taste of 
any guest and will keep them in touch 
with the rich culture and history of the 
country. 

Besides comfortable and cozy rooms, we 
offer a spacious conference and banquet 
hall for up to 100 people that can host 
different business events and serve 
exquisite lunch and coffee breaks. 

All of these make Tiflis Palace the best 
choice for both, business and leisure 
travelers.  

The renewed design of the most 
fascinating restaurant – Tiflis Veranda, is 
well on par with the captivating views from the restaurant and also underlines the 

rich history of Tbilisi with 
interesting symbolic details. Our 
menu is designed to meet the 
expectations of the guests with 
different food taste and the 
specially invited Chef from 
Turkey promises to amaze our 
guests with culinary masterpieces 
of local and international cuisine. 

We can’t wait to host our dearest guests and fill them with joy, happiness and sense of 
luxury comfort each minute they spend at Tiflis Palace or in Tiflis Veranda

 


